
Safe Sleep Saves Babies Lives - First Candle 

UNSCRAMBLE: 
There are many things that are often put in babies sleep areas that they don’t need when they 
sleep. 
 
Unscramble the words below to find out what to keep out of a baby’s sleep area 
1. LTNBALKS ________________________________________ 
2. TFSO OSYT ________________________________________ 
3. PRESBMU ________________________________________ 
4. OPLWILS ________________________________________ 
5. RETHO OPELPE ________________________________________ 
6. KESMO ________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unscramble ANSWERS: 1. BLANKETS 2. SOFT TOYS 3. BUMPERS 4. PILLOWS 5. OTHER PEOPLE 6. SMOKE 

Crossword Puzzle Answers  
Across: 4. couch 6. block 7. sids 9. pacifier 12. any 14. one 15. decreased 16. bumpers 
Down: 1. crib 2. backs 3. nothing 5. tummy 8. Backtosleep 10. asleep 11. every 13. Blanket 
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Safe Sleep Saves Babies Lives Crossword

 

ACROSS 

4 You should never sleep with a baby on a _______ or put a baby on one to sleep by themselves. 
6 It is important to have nothing in the crib so as to not_________a baby’s airway. 
7 Sudden Infant Death Syndrome acronym 
9 Using a ___________may help protect babies against SIDS. 
12 SIDS can happen to ________ baby. 
14 SIDS happens to babies that are under the age of _____. 
15 Since we have started putting babies to sleep on their backs the rates of SIDS have ___________by 50%. 
16 Many parents place _________in cribs but they are too soft and fluffy and can be dangerous to babies. 
DOWN 

1 Babies sleep safest in a _________. 
2 Babies should always sleep on their _________. 
3 What else should be in a crib with a baby when they are sleeping? 
5 It is important for babies to have____________time when they are awake and supervised. 
8 This campaign started in 1994 to make sure everyone learned about the right way to put babies to sleep. 
10 SIDS most often happens when a baby is ________. 
11 It is important to tell ____________ about the safe sleep recommendations. 
13 It is better to add a layer of clothing to a baby than to use a ________ to keep them warm. 
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ADULTBEDS    BABY    BABYSITTERS 
BACK     BACKTOSLEEP  BLANKETS 
BOTTLES    BUMPERS   CARBONDIOXIDE 
COUCHES    CRIBS    FIRMMATTRESS 
GRANDPARENTS   NAPTIME   OXYGEN 
PACIFIER    REBREATHING  ROOMSHARE 
SAFESLEEP    SIDS    SISTERS           
SLEEPSAC    STUFFEDANIMALS  SUFFOCATION 
TUMMYTIME 


